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Conflict Update # 82 

June 6th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces likely retain control 
over most of Severodonetsk as of June 6, 

though the exact situation in the city 

remains unclear. Control of terrain is 

likely changing hands frequently. 

Russian forces in the Izyum area did 

not make any confirmed advances, while 

forces advancing west from Lyman 

secured minor gains. 

Russian forces continued 

unsuccessful attempts to sever 

Ukrainian lines of communication 

northeast of Bakhmut. 

Limited and localized Ukrainian 

counterattacks on June 5 forced 

Russian troops to focus on holding 

defensive lines north of Kharkiv City on 

June 6. 

Russian occupation authorities are 

advancing efforts to issue Russian 

passports to Ukrainian citizens and 

cement their control over occupied 

territories. 

The Ukrainian Navy claimed to have 

pushed the Russian Black Sea Fleet more 

than 100 km from the Ukrainian coast, 

likely to reduce the pressure of the 

Russian blockade on Ukraine’s southern 

ports. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces continued attempts 

to advance southeast of Izyum toward Slovyansk but did not make any confirmed advances on June 6. Russian State 

Duma Deputy Alexander Borodai reportedly traveled to Dovhenke (about 20 km south of Izyum) to storm the village with 

the Donbas Volunteer Union, a Russian proxy unit. The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces continued 

to assault Dovhenke unsuccessfully and that Russian forces fired on various settlements to the southwest and southeast 
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of Izyum, including Velyka Komyshuvakha, Virnopillya, 

Dibrivne, Nova Dmytrivka, and Kurulka. Russian forces 

additionally made incremental advances to the west of Lyman 

in Shchurove and Staryi Karavan and reportedly are “clearing” 

Sviatohirsk (meaning they are likely engaged in urban combat 

within the city) with the intention of advancing southward 

toward Slovyansk across the Siverskyi Donets River. 

Russian forces likely retain control over most of 

Severodonetsk as of June 6, despite Head of the Luhansk 

Regional State Administration Serhiy Haidai’s June 5 claims 

that Ukrainian counterattacks retook considerable ground 

and drove Russian troops to the eastern outskirts of the city. 

Haidai issued another statement on June 6 expanding on his 

previous statement and said that the situation had 

“deteriorated” and that Ukrainian troops are fighting in the 

industrial zone of the Azot plant. Ukrainian journalist Yuri 

Butusov additionally reported on June 5 that claims of 

Ukrainian counterattacks were untrue and that Ukrainian 

forces only hold the Azot plant and surrounding 

neighborhoods. The reason for the conflicting reports on 

June 5 is unclear and ISW cannot independently confirm 

if Ukrainian forces did indeed retake large parts of 

Severodonetsk at the time of Haidai’s statement and 

subsequently lost the terrain by June 6, or if Ukrainian 

forces did not make these counterattacks at all. The 

information environment in Severodonetsk remains 

dynamic and control of terrain is likely changing hands 

frequently as Ukrainian and Russian troops are locked in 

close-quarters urban combat. Haidai cited intercepted 

information that Russian forces have been tasked with 

completing the capture of Severodonetsk by June 10, 

though no other sources have reported this deadline and 

ISW cannot confirm it at this time. 

Russian forces escalated their pace of fire against 

Severodonetsk, Lysychansk, and the surrounding settlements of Metolkine, Borivske, Ustynivka, Toshkivka, Privillya, 

Zolote, Vrubivka, Hirkske, and Orikhove. The Russian escalation in artillery fire in and around Severodonetsk is likely 

intended to support Russian operations within the city itself and interdict Ukrainian forces from effectively deploying 

reserves and conducting resupply efforts in areas under heavy fire. 
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Russian forces continued mortar, artillery, rocket, air, and ground attacks east of Bakhmut on June 6. Russian troops 

unsuccessfully attempted to advance westwards toward Bakhmut from Bilohorivka, Komyshuvakha, Berestove, and 

Mykailivka with the intention of cutting across roadways to the northeast of Bakmut. Territorial defense forces of the 

Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) reportedly made incremental advances in the Donetsk City-Avdiivka area and reportedly 

pushed Ukrainian forces away from Avdiivka, established positions in Kamyanka (5 km northeast of Avdiivka), and took 

control of Zelenyi Hai and Petrivske (both within 70 km southwest of Avdiivka). Advances to the southwest of Avdiivka 

are likely intended to gain access to the H20 highway to drive northward to support operations in Avdiivka, which in turn 

is a likely attempt to drive up the H20 highway toward the Kramatorsk-Slovyansk area. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Limited and localized Ukrainian counterattacks on June 5 forced Russian troops 

to focus on holding defensive lines north of Kharkiv City on June 6. Spokesperson for the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense 

Oleksandr Motuzyanyk reported that unspecified elements of the Russian 6th Combined Arms Army, Baltic Fleet, and 1st 

Army Corps of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) are operating in northern Kharkiv Oblast to prevent Ukrainian 

advances toward the Russian border. A Russian Telegram channel reported that fighting is occurring in Tsupivka, Velyki 

Prokhody, and Ternova as a result of Ukrainian counterattacks. ISW cannot confirm the current status of control of these 

settlements and it is likely that the frontline northeast of Kharkiv City remains highly contested. Russian forces 

additionally continued to fire on the Saltivka and Slobidskyi districts of Kharkiv City, Balakliya, Chuhuiv, and Cherkaska 

Lozova. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces continued to hold their defensive positions 

and fire along the line of contact of the Southern 

Axis on June 6. Russian forces continued combat in 

northwestern Kherson Oblast along the Kherson-

Mykolaiv Oblast border near Vysokopillya and 

Kochubeivka but did not secure any confirmed 

advances in this area on June 6. Control of positions 

along the Inhulets River near the Kherson-Mykolaiv 

border is likely still contested following a limited 

Ukrainian counterattack south of Davydiv Brid on 

May 29. Russian forces are reportedly continuing to 

accumulate forces in eastern Zaporizhia Oblast near 

the border with Donetsk Oblast around Orikhiv, 

Huliapole, Vasylivka, and Velyka Novoselivka. 

Russian forces additionally fired at Ukrainian 

positions throughout Kherson, Zaporizhia, and 

Mykolaiv Oblasts. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian 

occupation elements continued efforts to 

strengthen economic, political, and social control of 

occupied areas. Advisor to the Mayor of Mariupol 

Petro Andryushchenko stated that the occupation 

authority in Mariupol is continuing to fail to provide 

basic social services and that, as a result, the city is 

dealing with sanitation issues and citizens do not 

have reliable access to food. 
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Occupation elements additionally continue to push for “passportization” processes in occupied areas. Andryushchenko 

claimed that Russian authorities in Novoaskovsk, a city east of Mariupol near the Russian border, have begun accepting 

documentation for Russian passports from citizens of Mariupol. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that 

occupation authorities in Kherson Oblast are offering Ukrainians 10,000 rubles (approximately USD 163) to get a Russian 

passport and support an unspecified referendum (likely regarding annexation into the Russian Federation or the creation 

of a nominally-independent proxy republic). 

Russian occupation administrators are setting conditions for economic control of occupied areas. Russian forces are 

reportedly coercing Ukrainian farmers and entrepreneurs to set prices and conduct business in rubles. The use of Russian 

currency as a form of control is a notable effort to integrate occupied areas into the Russian economy that will also 

complicate those areas’ reintegration into Ukraine. 

Occupation authorities of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) are using the trials of three foreign mercenaries who were 

captured fighting for Ukraine to support Kremlin information campaigns. Russian war reporter Evgeny Podubbny stated 

that the DNR Prosecutor General’s Office is trying British nationals Sean Pinner and Aiden Aslin and Moroccan national 

Saadun Brahim for the “commission of a crime by a group of persons,” “forcible seizure of power or forcible retention of 

power,” “mercenary activity,” and “training for the purpose of carrying out terrorist activities.” The DNR Prosecutor 

General’s Office is reportedly seeking the death penalty for all three. These trials are likely a response to recent 

(legitimate) Ukrainian war crimes trials of Russian servicemen and an attempt to consolidate informational control over 

the political environment in the DNR to support Kremlin narratives of a Western plot to use mercenaries to destroy the 

DNR and LNR, a key Kremlin disinformation campaign to justify the war. 

Ukraine claims to have destroyed nearly an entire Russian army in Izyum - Ukraine claimed to have almost 

entirely obliterated Russia's 35th Combined Arms Army in Izyum, a Ukrainian city in the Kharkiv Oblast. 

Ukrainian presidential adviser Andriy Yermak made the claim in a post on his official Telegram channel on Friday. 

In a recent report assessing the Russian invasion, the United States-based think tank The Institute for the Study of War 

cited a Russian military blogger who appeared to corroborate the claims. 

The blogger, who writes under the pseudonym Boytsovyi Kot Murz, claimed Russian commanders did not account for 

combat challenges in the Izyum woods, which led to significant losses. He claimed that the 64th and 38th Separate Guard 

Motor Rifle Brigades, which are part of the 35th Combined Arms Army, suffered major losses, and now have less than 

100 servicemen in total. 

Insider has not been able to independently verify the claims. 

The blogger further claimed that Russian commanders did not provide the units with the equipment needed to fight in 

the woods and did not repair artillery quickly enough, also claiming that the units suffered from a lack of encrypted 

communication devices, which has been a well-documented issue facing Russian military forces throughout the war.ss 

several brigades. 

Izyum has been occupied by Russian forces since April, according to reports. 

Moscow Relying on Loyal Ukrainians for Heaviest Fighting to Spare Russian Troops - The Kremlin is relying 

on poorly trained, ill-equipped Ukrainian troops who support Russia to carry out some of the most deadly fighting at the 

center of its current campaign in an attempt to spare the lives of its own forces, British intelligence believes. 

The news follows reports that Moscow had to unearth mothballed tanks to replace the hundreds that Ukraine’s army 

had destroyed. It also comes as the U.S. and other Western allies plan to send new, advanced weaponry to Ukraine’s 
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arsenals in an attempt to break the blistering fighting in the Donbas that has devolved into what one Pentagon official 

last week called “a concentrated artillery duel.” 

Belarus Oppn Leader Tsikhanouskaya Claims Nearly 1500 Belarusians Fighting For Ukraine - Belarusian 

Opposition leader Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya has claimed that around 1500 Belarusian men have joined the fight for the 

Ukrainian military. 

Belarusian Opposition leader Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya has claimed that around 1500 Belarusian men have joined the 

fight for the Ukrainian military amid the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Speaking to Corriere della Sera, 

she said that many people from Belarus have been currently undergoing training in "other countries" as they wanted to 

help Ukraine. The statement of Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya comes as the war between Russia and Ukraine continues for 

more than 100 days. 

Cross-Border Shelling Damages Russian Bridge, Refinery - A bridge and a sugar refinery in western Russia’s Kursk 

region near Ukraine have been damaged in the latest cross-border shelling, Governor Roman Starovoit said Monday. 

There were no injuries or fatalities in the attack on the Kursk region village of Tetkino, Starovoit said. 

‘The occupier should never feel safe’: rise in partisan attacks in Ukraine - Underground efforts appearing to 

spread, say analysts, after reports of explosions and attacks on Russian border guards. 

Ukrainian partisans in occupied areas of the country are increasing attacks and sabotage efforts on Russian forces and 

their local collaborators, with organised underground efforts appearing to spread. 

Six Russian border guarders were reportedly killed last week when their position came under fire near the Zernovo border 

checkpoint in Ukraine’s north. Two days later an explosion struck close to the office of Yevgeny Balitsky, a pro-Kremlin 

Ukrainian official in Melitopol. 

The increase in partisan warfare, particularly in the country’s south around Kherson, follows warnings at the outset of 

Russia’s war against Ukraine that any area under occupation was likely to see the emergence of guerrilla warfare. 

Impacts 

Russian Émigrés In Central Asia: While Some Settle Into New Lives, Others Await Change In The Kremlin 
- It’s not known how many Russians have moved to Central Asia since February. But the numbers were high enough to 

drive rent prices up in the Uzbek capital, Tashkent, and other cities in the region. 

There were many highly skilled professionals among those fleeing Russia, which caused something of a brain drain in the 

country. 

Just a month after the war began, the Russian Association of Electronic Communications said that up to 70,000 

information technology specialists had already left and up to 100,000 others were on their way out. 

Uzbekistan saw an opportunity to lure them in an effort to boost its own IT industry. Tashkent’s offer of expedited work 

and residency permits, tax benefits, and housing and child-care assistance attracted thousands of Russian IT workers 

within weeks. 

“Russian IT specialists generally have better qualifications than the local specialists here,” said Eldar, a 30-year-old 

postgraduate student from Moscow. “There is a high demand in the Uzbek labor marker for tech workers and English 

teachers. These are among the high-earning jobs in this country.” 
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US Army secretary: 5 lessons from the Ukraine conflict - Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has provided US Army 

leaders several lessons in the future of warfare, from how to command troops to safeguarding soldiers against drones 

and insecure communications, according to the service’s top civilian. 

“We are very much looking every single day in real-time at what’s happening in Ukraine, what we’re seeing with the 

Russian military and trying to glean as many lessons learned as we can for what we think that means for the Army in the 

future,” Secretary of the Army Christine Wormuth said. 

Army leaders have said that its massive modernization effort, which predated the Russian invasion and ranges from 

helicopters to secure communications, has been validated by the conflict. The fighting has also raised questions about 

the potential for a permanent presence of US soldiers in Europe to further deter Russia. Speaking today at the Atlantic 

Council, she said those conversations are ongoing. 

Meanwhile, as the conflict heads into its fourth month, Wormuth highlighted five main lesson areas that have stood out 

in the Army’s view. 

1. Leadership On The Battlefield Matters - While there’s no shortage of discussion about technology and 

equipment, Wormuth said that Russian military failures in Ukraine highlight the importance of leadership, 

training and discipline. The Russian army lacks a strong corps of non-commissioned officers, which are an 

important leaders in units across the US military. Also, many Russian soldiers in Ukraine are conscripts, who tend 

to be poorly trained. 

2. ‘Logistics, Logistics, Logistics’ - Throughout the conflict, the Russian military has struggled with moving 

equipment around the battlefield — particularly embarrassing given Ukraine’s location on Russia’s western 

border — underscoring the importance of logistics in protracted conflicts. 

3. Reducing Electronic Signature And The Danger Of Cell Phones - Another curious breakdown by the Russians has 

been in their communications, including soldiers reportedly using their own cell phones. Each time that happens, 

Wormuth said, it gives an adversary an opportunity to target them. 

4. Prepare To Defend Against Drones - The battlefields of Ukraine have demonstrated the effectiveness of 

unmanned systems used for ISR, kinetic attacks and artillery targeting. Ukrainian forces have been particularly 

effective using the Turkish-made Bayraktar TB2 to strike Russian armor. 

5. Keep Munitions Stocked - Since the conflict in Ukraine, the US Army has sent billions of dollars’ worth of weapons 

to Ukraine, including Javelins and Stingers. Since then, Army leaders and industry have worked to replenish the 

supply of these munitions, particularly effective against tanks and aircraft. 

Lavrov Cancels Serbia Trip After Balkan Neighbors Refuse Clearance For Plane - Russian Foreign Minister 

Sergei Lavrov has been forced to cancel a trip to Serbia after some of its Balkan neighbors refused to open their airspace 

to the minister's plane over Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. 

"The unthinkable has happened," Lavrov, who has been placed under sanctions by the United States, the European Union, 

the United Kingdom, and Canada, told an online news conference in Moscow on June 6 after the flight was canceled. 

"This was a deprivation of a sovereign state of the right to carry out foreign policy," he added. 

Russian officials have not named the specific countries that closed their airspace to Lavrov, but the Interfax news agency 

quoted a senior Foreign Ministry official as saying Bulgaria, North Macedonia, and Montenegro -- all members of the 

NATO security alliance -- were the countries involved. 

Moscow space chief issues Satan-2 hypersonic missile threat after Putin's foreign minister is blocked 

from travelling to Serbia by three NATO countries - Moscow's space chief issued wild threats overnight about 
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launching Russia's 'Satan-2' hypersonic missile against NATO countries after Vladimir Putin's top diplomat was blocked 

from travelling to Serbia. 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov was forced to cancel his visit after Bulgaria, North Macedonia and Montenegro - 

three NATO countries around Serbia - closed their airspace to his aircraft, infuriating the Kremlin. 

The head of Russian space agency Roscosmos, Dmitry Rogozin, hit back at the move saying that while Bulgaria, Romania 

and Montenegro could stop his plane, they would not halt a 208-ton, 15,880mph Sarmat missile – also known as the 

Satan-2. 

Russia hits out after Bulgaria, Montenegro and North Macedonia stop Lavrov's visit to Serbia - The Kremlin 

has sharply criticized three European countries which have refused to let a plane carrying Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 

Lavrov cross into their airspace, for a planned official visit to Serbia on Monday.  

A Kremlin spokesman described the decision by Bulgaria, Montenegro and North Macedonia as a "hostile act", while at 

a press conference Lavrov said it was "inconceivable" that the three countries had closed their airspace, denouncing the 

decision as "scandalous".  

"Such hostile acts towards our country are capable of causing certain problems (...), but they cannot prevent our 

diplomacy from continuing its work," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told journalists.  

Serbian authorities also confirmed that Lavrov's visit will not take place, with President Vucic saying he met with the 

Russian ambassador to discuss the situation but offered no concrete details.  

A pro-Russian newspaper in Serbia published photos of what it said were official documents rejecting Lavrov's overflight 

requests. 

Chechnya 

Putin's Chechen Ally Threatens 'Special Operation' In Ukraine Within Days - A staunch ally of Russian 

President Vladimir Putin has threatened that Ukraine will soon see "a real special operation." 

Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov has backed Putin since Russia launched its invasion of neighboring Ukraine in late 

February. Kadyrov has regularly posted videos calling on Ukrainian forces to surrender and claimed to be in Ukraine in 

some of them. 

"One of these days, you will see a real special operation," he said in a video message posted online on Sunday, using 

Moscow's terminology to describe the assault on Ukraine. 

Putin 

Putin Claims Russia Will 'Guarantee' Peaceful Export Of Ukrainian Grain - Putin has denied accusations that 

his armed forces are blocking Ukrainian grain exports from the Black Sea and said his government would “guarantee" the 

peaceful passage to ships leaving its ports. 

In an interview with Russian state television on June 3, Putin tried to put the blame on Ukraine for the trapped grain, 

saying Kyiv has mined the Black Sea and sunk vessels, preventing grain ships from leaving. 

Ukraine did so after Russia launched a massive, unprovoked invasion by land and air on February 24, sparking fears that 

it could seek to use its navy to take the key Black Sea port of Odesa. 
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“I have already told all our colleagues many times: let them clear the mines and let the ships loaded with grain leave the 

ports. We guarantee their peaceful passage into international waters without any problems," Putin said. 

The Russian president said his armed forces would not use the removal of mines “to launch any attacks [on Ukraine] from 

the sea.” 

Putin’s Hard Choices - Putin has landed in an unenviable position. His country has the resources to inflict damage on 

Ukraine in perpetuity. But because the first phase of the war has been so costly for Russia and because Ukraine’s military 

is mounting such stiff resistance, Russia faces serious difficulty achieving anything meaningful on the battlefield without 

committing much more manpower than it currently has available. 

Calling up large numbers of reservists while putting Russian society openly on a war footing solves the problem in theory. 

But it is something for which the Russian public is fundamentally unprepared. To date, Putin has referred to the war in 

Ukraine as a “special military operation” and held only one mass rally in support of the war. Full-out mobilization, which 

would make war an inescapable fact of Russian life, would revolutionize the regime Putin has constructed since coming 

to power in 2000. Putinism has been a formula: the government discouraged people from meddling in politics, while 

leaving them mostly on their own, and the people readily surrendered their responsibility for decision making. In 2014, 

he could achieve his military aims in Ukraine without radically redefining Russian politics. That is no longer an option. 

If Putin decides to mobilize, he will be altering the deal he’s made with the public and potentially destabilizing his regime. 

As the United States watches from the sidelines, it may feel tempted to encourage Russians to turn against Putin. Without 

having much or perhaps any real influence on Russian public opinion, however, the Biden administration can do its best 

to avoid costly mistakes. Most important will be its effort to understand how and why Russians think what they do. In 

the long-term conflict that is unfolding, curiosity will be a precious commodity. 

We must stop Putin in Ukraine before the rule-of-law is replaced by the rule-of-the-jungle - Ukraine must 

win. Russia must lose. It’s really that simple. 

So, let’s first stipulate that you agree with that end goal, as has everyone from U.S. President Joe Biden and House Speaker 

Nancy Pelosi to German Chancellor Olaf Scholz and European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen. 

To embrace anything less would be immoral, set a historical precedent with catastrophic costs, and unravel what remains 

of our fraying international order of rules and institutions. 

President Biden laid out the argument clearly in his New York Times op-ed this week. His words should be read closely 

by all members of his administration and NATO allies who are still acting too tentatively in providing Ukraine the 

weaponry, and the freedom of action in using it, to ensure Ukraine’s victory. 

“Standing by Ukraine in its hour of need is not just the right thing to do,” wrote President Biden. “It is in our vital national 

interests to ensure a peaceful and stable Europe and to make clear that might does not make right. If Russia does not 

pay a heavy price for its actions, it will send a message to other would-be aggressors that they too can seize territory and 

subjugate countries… And it would mark the end of the rules-based international order and open the door to aggression 

elsewhere, with catastrophic consequences the world over.” 

In short, we must stop Russian President Vladimir Putin now to ensure the rule-of-the-jungle doesn’t replace the rule-of-

law. 

Why write all this now, as Putin’s war in Ukraine passes its hundredth day? Most simply, it’s because Putin is showing 

grinding gains after shifting tactics in response to Ukraine’s unexpected victories and resilience, and Russian troops’ heavy 

losses and abysmal performance in the war’s early stages. 
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Putin’s brutal new approach is to pulverize Ukrainian population centers in eastern and southern Ukraine with stand-off 

weapons, thus emptying them of their people through death or flight, with less risk to his own troops, replicating the 

brutal tactics he deployed in Syria. Once these cities and towns are drained of their humanity, his troops can then 

“liberate” the rubble, seize the territory, and position Russia for the most advantageous peace deal possible, or a further 

offensive. 

There is a way, however, to counter Putin’s new tactics. It will require the newly united West and its Asian partners to 

grow even more determined, creative, and proactive through a combined military, economic and public relations 

offensive that would again put Putin on his back feet. 

The aim should not be to ensure a stalemate, which has allowed Putin to take 20% of Ukrainian territory, nor pressure 

Ukraine into a self-defeating peace agreement, but rather to give Ukraine the means to retake territory through a 

counteroffensive — perhaps most importantly at the strategic southern Ukrainian city of Kherson — which would ensure 

access to Odessa and to the Black Sea now and in any eventual peace agreement. 

Most important is for Ukraine’s potentially fatigued supporters, and even for those countries still sitting on the fence, 

not to lose sight of the barbarity of Putin’s atrocities and thus the moral responsibility to oppose them. 

“It’s extremely important that we don’t forget the brutality,” Jens Stoltenberg, NATO’s secretary general, told the 

Atlantic’s Tom McTague in the most emotional of terms. “Of course, it is emotional. This is about people being killed; it’s 

about atrocities; it’s about children, women being raped, children being killed.” 

With that in mind, it’s flat wrong for the U.S. or any arms supplier to limit Ukrainian fire to hitting only Russian targets on 

Ukrainian soil. In his otherwise excellent op-ed, Biden wrote, “We are not encouraging or enabling Ukraine to strike 

beyond its borders. We do not want to prolong the war just to inflict pain on Russia.” 

Sanctions 

Oil from sanctioned Venezuela to help Europe replace Russian crude as soon as next month - Venezuela is 

expected to start shipping oil to Europe as soon as next month, sources told Reuters, as the continent continues to cut 

out Russian energy. 

Five people familiar with the matter told Reuters that Italian oil company Eni and Spain's Repsol could start importing 

Venezuelan crude as early as next month, resuming supplies halted after the US imposed sanctions in 2019. 

The sources said the amount of oil was likely to be small and wouldn't affect global oil prices, which are hovering near 

14-year highs. 

The agreement would allow oil to be shipped in exchange for reducing debt racked up by the Venezuelan government as 

its inflation rate reached stratospheric levels in 2018. 

According to BP, Venezuela has the world's biggest oil reserves. The US has gradually sanctioned Venezuelan companies 

and individuals over the years for money laundering and terrorism activities. 

Sources told Reuters it was hoped the loosening of restrictions would encourage Venezuelan president Nicolas Maduro 

to restart talks with Venezuela's opposition following an attempted coup. 

Other companies including Chevron, India's Oil and Natural Gas Corp and France's Maurel & Prom had also lobbied the 

US government to accept debt-for-oil swaps, but they had not yet succeeded. 

European countries are racing to find other sources of oil to replace Russian supplies. It had been the biggest exporter of 

oil to the continent. 
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Germany and Africa forge energy ties - Germany is keen to ditch Russian oil and gas for good and find new sources 

of energy, while Africa has abundant fuel reserves. The German-Africa Energy Forum is helping delegates develop 

mutually beneficial partnerships. 

One of the big topics of conversation at the 2022 German-Africa Energy Forum in Hamburg was Africa's abundant 

reserves of oil and gas. 

In 2017, the African continent reportedly had 148.6 trillion cubic meters of proven gas reserves — more than 7% of the 

global reserves. 

In 2019, Nigeria led crude oil exports in Africa, with more than 2 million barrels per day of oil sold on the international 

market.  

In the same year, Africa's overall oil and gas production reached 327.3 million metric tons. 

As of 2020, Africa's contribution to global oil exports reached nearly 9%. 

Russian oligarch calls for EU to return the $460 million superyacht that was once involved in one of the 

largest divorce settlements in UK history - Russian oligarch Farkhad Akhmedov called for the European Union to 

drop sanctions against him and return his superyacht on Friday, according to a report from The Times. 

The EU sanctioned the former Russian politician in April as Russia continued its invasion into Ukraine. At the time, the EU 

said that the oligarch was "close to the Kremlin" and "a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a 

substantial source of revenue to the government of the Russian Federation." 

On Friday, Akhmedov, who acquired much of his wealth through the gas industry, said he has severed ties to the energy 

industry and denied any relations with Russian President Vladimir Putin, The Times reported. 

Ukraine sanctions testing Russia-China ‘no-limit partnership.’ Frustration grows in Moscow - If Xi wants to 

help Moscow, he will have to find ways to buy Russian goods, but even that looks difficult. The buck might stop again on 

oil and gas. 
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As the Russia-Ukraine war surpassed the 100-day mark, Beijing’s support for Moscow has lost the promise that many 

commentators had underscored at the beginning of the conflict. 

Russian officials have grown frustrated by Beijing failing to live up to the agreed “no-limit partnership,” according to 

Chinese and US officials quoted by Washington Post. “China has made clear its position on the situation in Ukraine and 

on the illegal sanctions against Russia,” said a Chinese official with knowledge of the matter. 

“We understand [Moscow’s] predicament. But we cannot ignore our situation in this dialogue. China will always act in 

the best interest of the Chinese people,” added the unnamed official. 

Chinese President Xi Jinping has now tasked his closest advisers to help Russia financially without violating the sanctions, 

the Washington Post reported citing sources. But the complex maze of sanctions that Moscow finds itself in won’t be 

easy for Beijing to bypass. 

A Russian news outlet, RBK, has reported that China has banned Russian airlines from flying with foreign planes. Russian 

airlines are embattled with the sanctions imposed following the conflict in Ukraine. 

EU adopts sanctions against Russia with no end in sight of war - EU adopted on Friday a sixth package of 

sanctions against Russia in response to its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. Sanctions were also imposed against Belarus 

for its involvement in Russia’s aggression. 

Together with the previous five packages, the sanctions are designed to further increase economic pressure on Russia 

and undermine its ability to wage its war on Ukraine. They are described as unprecedented and massive by the European 

Commission but will not be applied immediately because of transition periods and temporary exemptions or exceptions 

for some member states. 

Humanitarian 

Bucha - Approximately 1,000 bodies have been recovered from Bucha, including 31 children, according to Ukrainian 

authorities, the BBC reported. 

Russia urged to end sexual violence in Ukraine war at UN meeting - ‘It is on Russia to stop rape, violence, and 

atrocities from within its ranks,’ said US Ambassador Linda Thomas-Greenfield. 

Russia has been urged to stop sexual violence allegedly carried out by its military forces and armed proxies in Ukraine, 

allegations that Moscow denounced as “lies” at a meeting of the UN Security Council. 

The calls to end sexual violence in Ukraine were made by the US and Europe on Monday during a heated meeting of the 

security council, organised by Albania, which currently holds the rotating presidency. 

Ukraine recovers bodies from steel-plant siege - Russia has begun turning over the bodies of Ukrainian fighters 

killed at the Azovstal steelworks, the fortress-like plant in the destroyed city of Mariupol where their last-ditch stand 

became a symbol of resistance against Moscow’s invasion. 

Dozens of the dead taken from the bombed-out mill’s now Russian-occupied ruins have been transferred to the Ukrainian 

capital, Kyiv, where DNA testing is underway to identify the remains, according to both a military leader and a 

spokeswoman for the Azov Regiment. 

The Azov Regiment was among the Ukrainian units that defended the steelworks for nearly three months before 

surrendering in May under relentless Russian attacks from the ground, sea and air. 

It was unclear how many bodies might remain at the plant. 
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Meanwhile, Russian forces continued to fight for control of Sievierodonetsk, an eastern Ukrainian city that is key to 

Moscow’s goal of completing the capture of the industrial Donbas region. 

Containment 

Ukrainian Troops Get Morale Boost As M777 Howitzers Make An Impact - The Ukrainian military has started 

to actively use the 155-millimeter M777 howitzer, delivered by the United States. The long-range artillery has already 

made an impact during the exchange of fire with Russian forces in eastern Ukraine.  

Three more nations join Ukraine planning cell run by US Army special forces - Three more countries have 

joined a coordination effort set up by U.S. Army special forces to help Ukraine, the Army secretary said Tuesday. 

“When Russia went into Ukraine in late February, we sent the 10th Special Forces Group to develop a coalition planning 

cell that enabled us to bring together 20 different nations to coordinate information with international [special 

operations forces] partners and allies,” Army Secretary Christine Wormuth said during a virtual event with the Atlantic 

Council. “And that has again, I think, contributed significantly with the effectiveness and the speed of the assistance and 

training that we’ve been able to provide.” 

Geopolitics 

With US distracted, Tehran and Beijing tighten embrace in the Middle East - With attention focused on the 

ongoing war in Ukraine, some may have missed that Chinese Defense Minister Wei Fenghe visited Tehran recently in an 

effort to deepen Sino-Iranian security ties. It is the most recent, but hardly the first, public demonstration of the evolving 

political, economic and security partnership between China and Iran that presents genuine challenges for the United 

States and its partners. 

When meeting with Wei, Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi left little doubt regarding the primary target of Sino-Iranian 

cooperation, stressing the need to confront “unilateralism,” a phrase China and Iran both employ when referring to the 

United States. 

But the growing Sino-Iranian relationship is not only a problem for the United States. It also creates an array of security 

problems for Arab states in the Persian Gulf, Israel, and Europe. The increasing economic partnership between China and 

Iran will provide the Islamic Republic with more resources to proliferate weapons to its terrorist proxies and partners, 

expand its missile and drone arsenals, threaten shipping, undermine international sanctions, and advance its nuclear 

program. From the Chinese Communist Party’s perspective, the growing security partnership undercuts US interests in 

the Middle East and helps secure Beijing’s access to much-needed Middle Eastern oil. 

The United States and its partners are right to worry that Tehran may acquire advanced Chinese military capabilities. 

Beijing was a significant source of Tehran’s anti-ship missile capabilities during and after the Iran-Iraq War, as well as an 

early supporter of its solid-propellant missile program through transfers. China remains a key jurisdiction for 

procurement of goods for Tehran’s ballistic missile arsenal, which US intelligence assesses to be the largest in the region. 

The US-China Economic and Security Review Commission recently found that at least one of the ballistic missiles that Iran 

claimed it used to attack US forces in Iraq was “very likely to have been developed with Chinese ballistic missile 

technology.” 

With a UN arms embargo on Iran already in the rearview mirror and UN prohibitions on Iranian missile tests and transfers 

slated to lapse next year, the Islamic Republic may look to China to provide anti-access/area-denial capabilities that could 

threaten US and partner forces and embolden Tehran. That should cause particular concern in Israel, knowing that 

advanced weapons from China could make a strike against Iran’s nuclear program even more difficult. 
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Some might argue that Beijing’s desire to not ruffle feathers in Saudi Arabia or the United Arab Emirates might prevent 

the transfer of such weapons. But such concerns have not prevented China from conducting military exercises with Iran, 

nor have they dissuaded top Chinese defense officials from visiting Iran. Plus, Beijing has already signaled its willingness 

jointly develop weapons with the Islamic Republic. In response to any concerns, Beijing might remind Riyadh and Abu 

Dhabi that they are also recipients of Chinese weapons. 

Georgia Claims Pole Position Among Eastern European EU Aspirants - On June 3, at the Global Security Forum, 

in Bratislava, Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili declared, “I will say without exaggeration that Georgia has always 

been a leader among Eastern European countries.” 

China’s Diplomatic Push in the Pacific Stalls - China and 10 small Pacific island nations have failed to sign a Beijing-

initiated agreement amid concerns in the region about geopolitical power play. 

An analyst said that was a diplomatic setback to China. It followed expressions of concern to Pacific nations from the U.S. 

and regional powers, but it was unlikely to diminish Beijing’s ambitions to expand its influence in the region. 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi was seeking to conclude the sweeping security and trade pact, dubbed the China-

Pacific Island Countries Common Development Vision, at a meeting with Pacific counterparts in Fiji on Monday. 

Greece bracing for all possible scenarios 

Athens on high alert amid daily escalations from Ankara, concerns over a new migrant rush - Athens is 

reportedly on full alert even for the most extreme scenario on the part of Ankara, given that Turkish President Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan is under pressure domestically and resorting to increasingly incendiary rhetoric.  

This concern is further augmented by the concentration of refugees and migrants on the Turkish coast, mainly in the 

areas opposite Chios and Samos. There have been reports about the growing presence of boats in these areas that could 

be used by migrants arriving on the coast. 

The influx of refugees and migrants on the Turkish coast, combined with the rhetoric of Turkish government officials, has 

led diplomatic and military circles in Athens to dust off previous crisis scenarios. 


